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Abstract. In this note we give a criterion for a finitely generated projective
module & of constant rank one over R[T] or R[T, r~'] to be extended
from R in terms of invertible ideals, when R is an integral domain. We show
that if / is an invertible ideal of R[T] or R[T, T~l] such that inR^O,
then / is extended from R if and only if / n R is an invertible ideal of R .

1. Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring, and let A be the polynomial algebra R[T]
or the Laurent polynomial algebra R[T, T~x]. Let & be a finitely generated
projective ^-module. We say that "J0 is extended from R" if there exists an
i?-module & such that & ~ (£ <8>/{
A as ^-modules. In this note we investigate
the question: when is a finitely generated projective module 9° of (constant)
rank one over A extended from R ? It is easy to see that for this question
we can assume without loss of generality that R is a reduced ring. Hence,
throughout the paper we will assume that R is a reduced commutative ring.
If R has only finitely many minimal prime ideals (e.g., R is an integral
domain or R is a noetherian ring) then Q(R), the total quotient ring of R, is a
finite direct product of fields. In this case, since all finitely generated projective
modules of (constant) rank one over Q(R)[T] and Q(R)[T, T~x] are free, it
is easy to see that there exists an invertible ideal I of A such that
(1) I nR contains a non-zero-divisor of R ,
(2) / ~ 9° as ^-modules.

See [1, Chapter II, §5] for details. Therefore, in this situation, one is reduced
to consider the following question:
Question. Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let A denote the polynomial algebra R[T] or the Laurent polynomial
algebra R[T, T~l], Let / be an invertible ideal of A such that inR contains
a non-zero-divisor of R. Then, when is / extended from R ?

In this paper we settle this question as follows:
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Theorem (A). Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let I be an invertible Ideal of R[T, T~x] such that J = inR contains
a non-zero-divisor of R. Then I is extended from R if J is an invertible Ideal
of R. Moreover, if R is an integral domain and I is extended from R, then

J = I n R is an invertible ideal of R.
Theorem (B). Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let I be an invertible ideal of R[T] such that J = InR contains a nonzero-divisor of R. Then I is extended from R if and only if J is an invertible

ideal of R.
We also give an example of a reduced noetherian ring and an invertible ideal
I of A = R[T, T~x] such that J = InR contains a non-zero-divisor of R, /
is extended from R as an ^-module, but J is not an invertible ideal of R.
In case of an ideal / of A = R[T] or R[T, T~x], there are naturally two
notions of extendibility, namely,

(1) ideal-extendibility, i.e., I = ^fA for some ideal J

of R,

(2) module-extendibiltty, i.e., there exists an i?-module M such that / »
M ®R A as ^-modules.
Obviously ideal-extendibility implies module-extendibility, but the converse
need not be true.
Theorem (A) and Theorem (B) are proved by first showing that if A =
R[T, T~x] (R a domain) or A = R[T] (R a reduced ring), then for an
ideal I of A the two notions of extendibility are equivalent if I n R contains a non-zero-divisor (Lemmas 2.4 and 2.8). Example 2.7 shows that for
A = R[T, T~x], the two notions need not be the same even for an invertible
ideal I of A containing a non-zero-divisor of R if R is not a domain.
2. Extendibility

criterion

In this section we will prove Theorems (A) and (B) stated above (Theorems

2.11 and 2.13, respectively). We begin with the following definition:
Definition 2.1. Let A be a reduced ring, and let Q(A) denote the total quotient
ring of A . An ,4-submodule M of Q(A) is said to be invertible if there exists
an ^4-submodule N of Q(A) such that MN = A .
We note that such an N is unique and we denote it by M~x. If an ideal /
of A is invertible, we say that / is an invertible ideal of A .
Let B be an ^-subalgebra of Q(A), and let / be an invertible ideal of A .
Then it follows immediately from the definition that IB is an invertible ideal

of B.
Now we state a lemma, a proof of which can be found in [1, Chapter II, §5].

Lemma 2.2. Let A be a reduced ring and S be a multiplicative set of non-zerodivisors of A. Let B = S~XA. If all finitely generated projective B-modules of
constant rank one are free, then given a finitely generated projective A-module £?
of constant rank one there exists an invertible ideal I of A such that I n S ^ 0

and I ~£P as A-modules.
As a consequence of the above lemma we have the following:
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Lemma 2.3. Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let S denote the set of all non-zero-divisors of R. Let A = R[T] or
R[T, T~x], and let 9s be a finitely generated projective A-module of constant
rank one. Then there exists an invertible ideal I of A such that I n S ^ 0 and

I~&>.
Now we prove Theorems (A) and (B) stated in the introduction.
proof of these theorems we need some lemmas.

For the

Lemma 2.4. Let R be a domain, and let I be a finitely generated ideal of
R[T, T~x]. Assume that J = I n R is nonzero. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

(1) I = JR[T, T~x].
(2) I~J ®R R[T, T~x] as R[T, T~x]-modules.
(3) There exists an R-module M such that I ~ M ®R R[T, T~x] as
R[T, T-x]-modules.
Proof. The implications 1 =>2 and 2 =>3 hold for any ring R (not necessarily
a domain). So it remains to prove the implication 3 => 1.
Let M be an iv-module such that I ~ M ®R R[T, T~x] as R[T, T~x]modules. Since 7 is a finitely generated nonzero ideal of R[T, T~x] and
R[T, T~x] is a free /v-module, it follows that Af is a finitely generated torsion
free .R-module of rank one. Hence there exists a finitely generated nonzero
ideal J2- of R such that M ~ J7 as R-modules. Thus

SR[T,

7/-']-^

®* R[T, T~X]~M ®R R[T, T~X]~I

as R[T, r_1]-modules. Let 6: J"R[T, r-1] —►
/ be an isomorphism. Let b £
J2" be a nonzero element of R . Then we claim that bi = d(b)^fR[T, T~x].
Let g £ I and h £ J*R[T', T~x] be such that 9(h) = g. Then bg =

bd(h) = 6(bh) = hd(b) and this proves the claim.
Let c £ I be a nonzero element of R. Then cb = 6(b)f for some / £
J"R[T, T~x]. But since R is a domain, this shows that 6(b)T" =a£R
for
some integer n. Now the equality bi = 6(b)^R[T,
T~x] = cuJR[T, T~x]
gives that bJ = b(I n R) = cuf. Therefore bi = bJR[T, T~x] and hence

I = JR[T, T~x]. a
Remark 2.5. Lemma 2.4 is true if R is a finite direct product of domains and
InR contains a non-zero-divisor of R .
Remark 2.6. The following example shows that Lemma 2.4 need not be true if
R is not a direct product of domains.

Example 2.7. Let R = klJX, Y\/(XY) = kfrx, yj. Let / = x + yT be an
element of R[T, T~x] and let I = fR[T, T~x]. Then it is easy to see that 7n
R = (x2, y2), which contains a non-zero-divisor x2 -y2. Moreover, since / is
a non-zero-divisor of R[T, T~x], the ideal I is a free module of rank one over

R[T, T~x] and hence it is extended from R as an R[T, r-1]-module. But
obviously fR[T, T~x] ^ (x2,y2)R[T, T~x] as (x2, y2) is not an invertible
ideal of R . □
In the case of a polynomial algebra R[T] we get the following generalisation

of Lemma 2.4.
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Lemma 2.8. Let R be a reduced ring, and let I be a finitely generated ideal of
R[T]. Assume that J = I D R contains a non-zero-dlvlsor. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) I = JR[T}.
(2) I~J ®R R[T] as R[T]-modules.
(3) There exists an R-module M such that I ~ Af ®R R[T] as R[T]modules.
Proof. As above the implications 1 =►2 and 2 =>•3 are obvious. Thus it remains
to prove 3 => 1.
Let s £ J be a non-zero-divisor of R. Then it is easy to see that Af is a
finitely generated torsion free R-module and Af* is a free TVmodule of rank
one. Therefore there exists a finitely generated ideal J*" of R such that J2" ~ Af
as .R-modules. Moreover, since J^ is a free /^-module of rank one, without
loss of generality we can assume that t = s" £ J? for some positive integer n .
Let 6: ^R[T] -* I be an isomorphism of R[r]-modules. Then we claim that

ti = 6(t)SR[T].
Let g £ I and / £ JR[T] be such that 6(f) = g. Then tg = td(f) =
0(tf) = f6(t). This proves the claim.
Since s £ I ,the equality ti = d(t)^R[T]
shows that ts = 6(t)g for some
g £ ^R^].
Now by Lemma 2.9 (stated below) we have 6(t) £ R . Therefore

tJ = tlnR = 6(tyTR[T] nR = Q(t\f.
Hence

ti = tJR[T].

JR[T].

But t is a non-zero-divisor

of R.

Therefore

I =

U

Lemma 2.9. Let R be a reduced ring and s be a non-zero-divisor of R. Let

f £ R[T] be such that s £ fR[T]. Then f£R.
Proof. Let s = f(T)g(T) for some g(T) £ R[T]. Write f(T) = a0 + axT +
-\-

anT" for some at £ R, 0 < i < n, with a„ ^ 0. We want to show that

n = 0.
Since 5 = f(0)g(0) = aog(0) and s is a non-zero-divisor, oq is either a unit
or a non-zero-divisor in R. If n > 0 then since R is reduced there exists a
minimal prime ideal p of R such that an £ p ■ Since a0 is a unit or a nonzero-divisor, obviously ao £ p. Let 'bar' denote "modulo p". Then we have
s = f(T)g(T) in R[T]. But since f(T) is a polynomial of positive degree this
is absurd and hence n = 0. □

When R is reduced (but not necessarily a domain) one has the following
weaker version of Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a reduced ring, and let I be a finitely generated ideal
of R[T, r_1] such that J = I n R contains a non-zero-divisor of R. If I is
extended from R as a module, then there exists an element f of R[T, T~x]
such that f is not a zero-divisor of R[T, T~x] and fi is extended from R as

an ideal.
This easily follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Now we prove the main theorems.
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Theorem 2.11. Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let I bean invertible ideal of R[T, T~x] such that J = InR contains
a non-zero-divisor of R. Then I is extended from R if J is an invertible ideal

of R. Moreover, if R is an integral domain and I is extended from R, then

J = I n R is an invertible ideal of R.
Proof. Let I be an invertible ideal of R[T, T~x] such that J = InR contains
a non-zero-divisor s of R and J is an invertible ideal of R. If / = R[T, T~x]
then clearly I = JR[T, T~x], where J = I nR = R. So we can assume that
I is a proper ideal of R[T, T~x]. Now we will show that / = JR[T, T~x].
Clearly JR[T, T~x]c I and to show the equality it is enough to show that for
every maximal ideal 3 of R, JjR?[T, T~x] = 1^. But then 73 n 7v3 = h ,
and as Jj is an invertible ideal in the local ring R? , J3 is principal and hence
J3 = tRj for some t £ R which is not a zero-divisor of R . Thus by replacing
R with Rj we are reduced to proving the following:
LetR be a reduced local ring with only finitely many minimal prime ideals. Let
I be an invertible ideal of R[T, T~x] which is a proper ideal such that InR = tR
for some non-zero-divisor t of R. Then I = tR[T, T~x].
Since I is an invertible ideal of R[T, T~x] containing a non-zero-divisor
t of R, it is easy to see that the canonical epimorphism I/(T - 1)1 —>I +
(T - 1)/(T - 1) is an isomorphism and hence

(*)

//(r-i)/~/

+ (r-i)/(r-i)~///n(r-i).

This shows that I + (T -1)/(T -1) is an invertible ideal of R which contains
the element t of R.
If I # tR[T, T'x] then there exists an element gx £ R[T, T~x] such that
gx £ I \ tR[T, T~x]. Without loss of generality we may assume that gx is
a polynomial in R[T] and is of least degree (among such elements of I).
Let us write gx as gx = ao + ax(T - 1) + ■■■+ ar(T - l)r with a, £ R and
ar ^ 0. Obviously t \ ao. Otherwise ao = ta for some a £ R. Hence
gx - ao = g\ - ta = (T - l)f for some / £ R[T]. As T - 1 is a non-zero-

divisor modulo I (by (*)) we have f £ I\ tR[T, T~x]. But deg/ < deggi,
contradicting the minimality of degree of ,gj . Hence t\ ao .
Let {t, gx, g2, ... , g„} C R[T, T~x] be a set of generators of I, where

gi £ R[T] for 1 < 1 < n. Then I+(T-1)/(T-1)
= (t, gi(l) = a0, g2(l), ... ,
g„(l)). Since I + (T - 1)/(T - 1) is an invertible ideal of R and R is local,
/ + (r-l)/(r-l)
is a principal ideal of R generated, say, by b and b £
{t, ao, g2(l), ... , g„(l)}. But since t \ a0 we have t\b. So b = gt(l) for
some i, 1 < i < n . Moreover t/b = d belongs to the maximal ideal of R.
Let R be the normalisation of R in its total quotient ring. Note that R
is a finite direct product of domains. Since R is normal and IR[T, T~x]
is invertible, it is extended from R as a module. Therefore, as IR[T, T~x]
contains a non-zero-divisor of R, namely t, by Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2.5,

IR[T, T~X]= LR[T, T-1], where L = IR[T, T~x]nR.
Let {ax, a2, ... , am} C R be a set of generators for L. Recall that
{t = go, gi, ■■■, gn} is a set of generators for IR[T, T~x]. Then we get
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the following relations:
m

gi= ^htfOf

for i = 0, 1, ... ,n,

n

ak=Y^fkiSi

fork=l,2,...,m,

1=0

for some htj and fkl in R[T, T~x]. Let R' be the R-subalgebra of 7? generated by {a,}Ucoefficients of {/7,;, fa}, and let I! be the ideal of R' generated
by {ax, a2, ... , am} . Clearly R' is a finitely generated R-subalgebra of R.
Therefore 7?' is a finite R-module and hence R' is semilocal. Then the equal-

ity 7R'[7\ F_1] = L'R'[T, T~x] shows that V is an invertible ideal of R'
and hence (7?' being semilocal) is a principal ideal, generated by, say, r. Thus
we have IR'[T, T~x} = (t, gx, ... , gn)R'[T, T~x] = rR'[T, T~x]. Therefore
rR' = (t, gx(l), ... , g„(l))R' = bR'. Hence without loss of generality we can
assume that r = b .
Now we claim that there exists a finitely generated R-subalgebra 7? of 7?'
such that

(1) IR[T, T~x] = bR[T, T-x],
(2) d1 (d = t/b)

£ 8~.

for some positive integer /, where 9~

denotes

the conductor ideal of R in R .
We will now complete the proof of the theorem by assuming this claim.
Since (t = go, gx, ■•_., gn)R[T, T~x] = bR[T, T~x], we can write b =

111=0higi, where h € R\.T> r~']-

Then for c £W = g~

we have cb =

cY!i=onig> = J2l=o(cn')g' • Since c £ W, we have ch; £ R[T, T~x] and hence
cb £ InR = tR. This shows that (b/t)W = J* is an ideal of R. Clearly J*"
is an ideal of R and hence /cf.
This shows that W C d%> and therefore

r = d%.

Hence f = d& = d2W = ■■■ = dl<& C dlR C W. Therefore

W = dlR = dl+xR, which is absurd since d is an element of the maximal ideal
of 7? which is a non-zero-divisor.
Therefore 7 = tR[T, T~x] as required.

Proof of the claim. Since (t = g0, gx, ... , g„)R'[T, T~x] = bR'[T, T~x], gi =
bg'i (0 < i <n), where g\ £ R'[T, T~x]. In fact, since gt £ R[T] and b is
not a zero-divisor of R', we have gl £ R'[T]. Moreover g'Q= d .

Let K = b~xI. Then K is an invertible R[T, T-']-submodule of
R'[T, T~x] generated by {gQ, g[, ... , gn}. Since KR'[T, T~X] = R'[T, T~x],
we have K~x C R'[T, T~x] and K~lR'[T, T~X]= R'[T, T~x].
Let A"1 = (m0, ux, ... , u„)R[T, T"1], where u,£ R'[T, T~x] for 0< i<
n . Let R denote the finitely generated R-subalgebra of 7?' generated by the
coefficients of {«,}"=0. Then ut £ R[T, T~x] for all i. Since R' is integral
over R and K~XR'[T, T~x] = R'[T, T~x], we get that A-'7![J, T~l] =

R[T, T~x]. This shows that KQR[T, T~x] and KR[T, T~X]= R[T, T~x].
Since K = b~xI,we get that 77?[7\ T~x] = bR[T, T~x]. This proves the first
part of the claim.
Since 7! is generated as an 7<-algebraby coefficients of w,, generators of 7? as
an iv-module can be chosen to be elements which are monomials in coefficients
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of Ui. Since 7? is a finite R-module, finitely many such monomials will generate
R as an 7?-module. Since d = g'Q£ K, we have dut £ R[T, T~x] for all i,
i = 0, 1, ... , n . This shows that d'RC R for some positive integer /. Thus
the proof of the claim is complete.

Now assume that 7? is a domain. If 7 is extended from 7? as a module,

then by Lemma 2.4, 7 = JR[T, T~x], since / = 7 n R ^ 0. Therefore J is
an invertible ideal of R. □
Remark 2.12. If 7? is not necessarily a domain and if 7 is extended from R
as a module, then under the hypothesis of the theorem we get, by Lemma 2.10,
that there exists an element f £ R[T, T~x] such that fl n R is an invertible

ideal of R.
Theorem 2.13. Let R be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime
ideals. Let I be an invertible Ideal of R[T] such that J = I n R contains a
non-zero-divisor of R. Then I is extended from R as a module if and only if

J is an invertible ideal of R.
Proof. If 7 is extended from R then, by Lemma 2.8, 7 = JR(T).

Therefore

it follows that J is an invertible ideal of R. To prove the converse, without
loss of generality, we can assume that 7 is a proper ideal.
Let us assume that J is an invertible ideal of R. Then as 7 contains a
non-zero-divisor, say s , of R, it is easy to see that the canonical epimorphism

7/77 —>I+ (T)/(T) ~ I/In(T) is an isomorphism. This implies that T is not
a zero-divisor of R[T]/I. Therefore 77v[7\ T~x] n R[T] = I. Now the ideal
IR[T, T~x] is an invertible ideal of R[T, T~x] such that 77<[7\ T~x]nR = In
R = J . Therefore, by Theorem 2.11, we get that 7R[7\ T~x] = JR[T, T~x].
This implies that for any f £ I, T" f £ JR[T] for some positive integer n .
This shows that / £ JR[T] and hence 7 = JR[T] as required. □
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